
system that protects the foetus from any

pathogens or impurities that might be

circulating in the mare’s bloodstream. The

downside of this is that antibodies (large

molecules that form an important part of

the immune system) are too big to pass

through to the foal. This means that unlike

most mammals, foals are born

immunologically naïve. The colostrum is

therefore not just the vital source of

nutrition and energy they need, but also a

cocktail of defensive proteins necessary to

protect the foal against infection. 

Hypoxia Theory

Given the symptoms of these dummy

foals, historically vets would presume that

If Only They Could Talk
Our regular focus on equine health. This month,

guest vet PAT SELLS  discusses ‘dummy foals’.

NYONE WHO has had

experience with stud farms

and broodmares may have

come across the term

‘dummy foal’. It is the colloquial name

given to foals that, shortly after birth,

don’t adapt to life as they should.

Critically, they fail to recognise their

mother and fail to ‘latch on’ to the

mammary glands to have that essential

first drink. 

First Milk

The ‘first milk’ (or colostrum) is

important in all mammals, but even more

so in equids. The placenta in the horse

comprises an extremely fine filtration

A
they had suffered brain damage in the

foaling process due to hypoxia (lack of

oxygen) and treat them as such. This

would involve intensive (and expensive)

treatment involving supplementary

oxygen, nutrition via a feeding tube,

intravenous fluids, steroids and so on.

They would take up hours and hours of

nursing time, often weighing heavily on

an already-tired stud team. 

In 2015 however, vets made a giant

leap forward in the treatment of this

‘neonatal maladjustment syndrome’

(NMS) as we now call it. Professor John

Madigan and his team at University of

California, Davis made a breakthrough

discovery that has had far-reaching

implications throughout the medical

world. Madigan was able to answer an
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Picture 1:  Foal is noosed with a soft rope

age-old enigma: Why is it that the foetus

inside the womb is quiet and inactive, not

just in horses but in all mammals? What is

it that keeps them ‘asleep’? 

It turns out that a gland in the foetal

brain secretes a sedative (known as a

neurosteroid) that does just that during

gestation. When the fetus goes through

the normal birthing process, a complex

hormonal cascade stops production of the

sedative, and the neonate ‘wakes up’.

Madigan found that dummy foals had

abnormally high levels of circulating

neurosteroid. 

Quite simply, the reason they failed to

recognise their mothers was that rather

than being brain-damaged, they were still

asleep. The theory is reinforced by the

fact that NMS seems to be more prevalent

in foals born via caesarean section, or

those that experience an unnaturally quick

birth (e.g. in a red-bag emergency).

The Rope Trick

Thanks to Madigan’s research there is

now an ‘instant fix’ for foals with NMS –

in basic terms: re-creation of the birthing

process. In what has been coined the

‘Madigan Squeeze’, the foal is noosed

with a soft rope in a series of loops and

slipknots (Picture 1). 

It is pulled down to the straw and snug

pressure is applied for 20 minutes while a

Picture 2: Snug pressure is applied for 20 minutes      

towel is placed over the eyes and ears to

reduce stimuli (Picture 2). The rope is

then removed, and generally the foal

jumps up, has a stretch, wanders to the

mare’s bag and latches on. 

The effect is literally that quick, and as

a result there are fewer techniques more

satisfying in the stud vet repertoire.

Getting an accurate veterinary diagnosis

is essential in these cases because

applying a Madigan Squeeze to a foal that

doesn’t have NMS or is suffering from

other concurrent conditions (particularly

rib fracture) can be dangerous.       

The Human Link

This phenomenon has been identified in

cattle and sheep too, but the really

interesting link now appears to be with

humans. Researchers at UC Davis and

Stanford (the Comparative Neurology

Research Group) are investigating the

concept that this disruption in the

transition of foetal consciousness may be

related to children with autism. 

The spectrum of autistic behaviours is

wide but includes difficulties with social

interaction and detachment. Preliminary

studies have found that concentrations of

neurosteroids similar to those found in

neonatal foals are present after birth and

then rapidly decline in human babies. 

After 12 hours however, premature

infants have significantly higher levels of

those neurosteroids than do full-term

infants, mirroring what is seen in foals

with the maladjustment syndrome. It

follows that premature babies have up to

4x higher chance of developing Autism

Spectrum Disorder (ASD). 

Many hospitals are making newborn

‘kangaroo care’ a standard in their

maternity wards, encouraging skin-to-skin

contact with the parents, followed by

swaddling of the neonate in a blanket.

Premature infant survival has been shown

by the UC Davis Children’s Hospital to be

improved when kangaroo care is

implemented. 

Pat Sells is the director of Orbital
Veterinary Services, based at Chasemore
Farm in Surrey, providing thoroughbred
clinical services to local stud farms and
Epsom trainers. He is also on the
management team that runs Chasemore
Farm, the base of owner-breeders Andrew
and Jane Black. 

Notable Kingsley Park graduates now
in the broodmare paddocks at Chasemore
include Frankel’s Storm (Listed-winning
full sister to Classic winner Hurricane
Lane) and Nyaleti  (German Guineas
winner). Nyaleti’s owner Chris Batterham
kindly gave permission to use her Dubawi
colt (born March 7) as a model in these
explanatory photographs. 


